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DOING BUSINESS IN TURBULENT TIMES 

On September 11th, 2001, the United States was stunned by acts of terrorism, killing thousands in New York City 
and Washington D.C. and permanently scarring the national psyche in far-reaching ways. Every conceivable field, 
whether it is science, technology, politics, the arts, or the world of business and economics, has felt the brunt of that 
terrible day, as well as the anthrax attacks and war that followed. As students of business and the economy, your 
world has also changed, as have the subjects that you have studied during your college career. In the following 
pages, we attempt to examine the impact of September 11th, 2001 on the working world that you will soon enter, as 
well as on the subjects that you are studying. 

THE ECONOMY 

To be sure, the U.S. economy, already under pressure from the demise of the “dot.com” world as well as the inevita-
ble downturn from the longest economic boom in the nation’s history, saw September 11th as the last straw. In early 
November of 2001, the federal government announced that the U.S. economy shrank 0.4% during the third quarter of 
2001, thus ending the longest economic expansion in American history. The last recession occurred during 1990–
1991 in the midst of the Persian Gulf War. It was mild compared to the one before it in 1980–1982, when interest 
rates nearly reached 20%. The September 11th terrorist attacks obviously played a key role in pushing the U.S. econ-
omy into a recession, as travel temporarily stopped and spending briefly froze, causing corporate profits to decline 
sharply. Most analysts expect that the fourth quarter will follow suit, with an even deeper drop in Gross Domestic 
Product, thus giving us two successive quarters of negative growth––the definition of a recession.  
 But the terrorist attacks raise bigger questions about the course that America has pursued over the past 20 years. 
The cost of doing business is suddenly higher and investors are going to demand higher returns to compensate them 
for greater risks. As companies worry more about the safety of their staff and facilities, the free flow of people and 
goods could slow, hurting economic efficiency. Because of the higher cost of capital, investment won’t soon return 
to boom-era levels. That, in turn, could mean that even when the U.S. emerges from recession, it will be hard-pressed 
to return to the 4% baseline growth rate it achieved during the go-go years of the 1990s. The freer flow of goods, 
capital, and people made possible by the dismantling of global trade-and-investment barriers contributed a good 
three-quarters of a percentage point to annual U.S. growth over the last half of the decade, according to Business 
Week. Open markets led to a boom in trade. Globalization helped disseminate investment capital, technology and 
entrepreneurial ideas. It lowered prices for consumer goods, enabled manufacturers to boost productivity, and 
opened vast pools of technical talent.  

Globalization won’t disappear, but it might become slower and costlier, crimping the high productivity, low in-
flation model of the 1990s. Companies will have to pay more to insure and provide security for overseas staff and 
property. Heightened border inspections could slow movements of cargo, forcing companies to stock more inven-
tory. Tighter immigration policies could curtail the inflow of skilled and blue-collar laborers that allowed companies 
to expand while keeping wages in check. Meanwhile, a greater obsession with political risk has companies greatly 
narrowing their horizons when making new investments. At the U.S. border with Mexico, trucks take up to seven 
hours to make the crossing, compared with one or two hours before. In India, executives fret that a U.S. clampdown 
on visas for the nation’s software engineers, plus a new wariness of outsourcing sensitive work to foreigners, could 
severely damage the nation’s thriving information technology services industry. Higher insurance costs for compa-
nies with properties anywhere near terrorist attacks will have to be passed on through product prices and will force 
companies to rethink where they should be doing business. Tighter U.S. immigration policies could develop in the 
wake of the war. The future of global prosperity depends on the ability to balance the needs for openness that fueled 
the boom with the new concern about safety.  
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Layoffs Before and After 
Even before September 11th, blue chip companies were struggling to stay profitable. For example, McDonald’s an-
nounced a major restructuring of its U.S. operations as part of an effort to reduce selling, general and administrative 
expenses that would include layoffs of 400 to 2,000 employees. The downsizing gained urgency after the company 
reported its third straight quarter of lower earnings. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra McDonald’s Franchisees: 
Layoffs, Division Revamp Coming, Dow Jones News Service, 9/19/01  Many other companies had followed suit, 
such as America Online and Hewlett-Packard, which is why the stock market has been under pressure for more than 
two years.  

After September 11th, the list of companies announcing layoffs was a daily mantra. Take November 9th, as an 
example. On that Friday, World Wrestling Foundation announced a 9% staff reduction, and the president and chief 
operating officer resigned. Across the world, Singapore Press Holdings cut 100 people as the media group restruc-
tured its Internet and television operations to contain costs in the face of falling ad revenue. Back in the U.S., Exide 
Technologies, the industrial battery maker, cut 20% of its salaried staff and suspended its quarterly dividend.  

In about a year, the U.S. unemployment rate has soared from 3.9%, the lowest in a generation, to 5.4%, a five-year 
high. Services employment tumbled 111,000 in October, the biggest one-month decline since such record-keeping 
began in 1939. Cuts were particularly sharp at hotels, auto rental agencies, and temporary staffing companies. Air-
lines, retailers, and restaurants also recorded steep job losses. One category of service sector job swelled: detective, 
guard, and armored car services employment.  www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Slow Economy Takes Unusu-
ally Heavy Toll on White-Collar Jobs, WSJ, Nov. 5, 2001 

The No-Layoff Company’s Greatest Challenge 
Through jet fuel spikes, recessions and the Gulf War, Southwest Airlines never laid off an employee. In the days 
after the September 11th attacks, competitors announced job cuts of 20%. Executives at no-layoff companies argue 
that maintaining their ranks even in terrible times breeds fierce loyalty, higher productivity, and the innovation they 
need to snap back once the economy recovers. Some private companies, such as S.C. Johnson, have traditions that 
date back to the Depression, when workers washed windows over and over just to stay busy. Others—public compa-
nies such as FedEx, AFLAC and Nucor, the steelmaker––are relying on creative cost-cutting. Some plants are on a 
four-day schedule, shaving 20% off the average worker’s $50,000 annual pay. Bonuses of senior executives, which 
make up 66% of their salaries, have been wiped out, too. In the 1980s, IBM had to renege on its no-layoff policy 
after it was blindsided by the revolution in personal computers. The danger is that those asked to take pay cuts in-
stead of layoffs will lose their jobs anyway. Even so, say some economists, Corporate America has used layoffs too 
capriciously. That’s why many executives at no-layoff companies are encouraging cost-cutters to make layoffs the 
last place they look instead of the first.  

Declining Corporate Profits 
As recently as early September, some Wall Street pros were hoping that the U.S. could avoid a recession. Home-
builders and some other cyclical industries that usually collapse first in a downturn were still standing, thanks largely 
to the Federal Reserve Board’s aggressive interest-rate cuts. But September 11th changed all of that. A survey of 124 
bellwether companies showed a 54% slide in third-quarter profits, the sharpest quarterly decline in more than 25 
years. It may take until third quarter 2002 before the economy recovers and profits start to rise again. Only one sec-
tor, health care, is recording growth in the third quarter. In contrast, technology and telecommunications proved to be 
the biggest laggards.  

Beyond noting the onset of recession and declining profits, the government’s report on the third quarter of 2001 
had other telling details that indicated the precarious state of the economy. The value of exports and imports each fell 
more than 15% during the quarter, as most of the world’s economies struggled at once. In other U.S. recessions, cer-
tain international economies may have been stronger. To be sure, in 1980–1981, the U.S. economy was weak but 
Japan was mighty. However, in late 2001, both Europe and Asia struggled along with the U.S. After September 11th, 
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the U.S. dollar weakened against major international currencies as confidence waned. The Japanese government be-
came concerned that the yen was becoming too strong and discouraging exports, a critical variable in the country’s 
economic fortune. Despite numerous attempts to fix its economy, the Japanese government seemed powerless to pull 
Japan out of a recession. Meanwhile, Europe’s economy was also weak, as its industrial giants had spent much of the 
1990s buying up U.S. companies, thus making it more dependent on the U.S. economy. In short, America’s eco-
nomic problems will not be fixed by Europe or Asia, because they’re suffering too. 
www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Japan Continues Its Drive to Contain the Yen’s Rise, WSJ, 9/28/01 

The sluggish stock market and the weak economy made it increasingly difficult for all but the strongest compa-
nies to raise money. New stock offerings in 2001 were at their lowest level since 1994. The tighter credit market 
means that many companies will have a harder time borrowing money, and low interest rates many not give the 
economy as much of a boost as otherwise would be the case. While companies with below-investment grade ratings 
have had trouble, the blue-chip borrowers are doing better. Still, even they have to pay a premium for loans, as banks 
and bond investors seek more income to compensate them for the risky economy. 
www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Some Companies Weather Squeeze on Credit, WSJ, 10/29/01 

The Fed Comes to the Rescue 
In an attempt to boost the economy, the Federal Reserve Board cut its key short-term interest rate for the tenth time 
in 2001, pushing it down to the lowest level since the Kennedy Administration. The Fed’s policy makers reduced the 
federal funds rate, the interest rate that financial institutions charge each other for overnight loans. That lending rate 
influences the borrowing cost for commercial loans and a variety of consumer loans, including home equity lines and 
car loans. Mortgage rates, which respond closely to long-term borrowing costs set by traders in the government bond 
market, are less affected by Fed actions. With little fear of reviving inflation, the Fed’s overriding goal has been to 
encourage people and business to borrow and spend more. In a weakening economy suffering from layoffs, excess 
capacity and dwindling consumer confidence, the Fed has only been partly successful. But the economy would have 
probably been even worse off without the rate cuts. The Fed’s policy-making committee is made up of seven gover-
nors based in Washington and bank presidents from each of the Fed’s 12 regional districts.  

Accounting for September 11th  
As investors eye balance sheets and income statements evermore closely, companies remain under scrutiny from the 
accounting profession, which seeks to insure that financial statements are presented fairly and in accordance with 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. Even the accounting profession found itself in the center of a seemingly 
emotional issue: whether the terrorist attacks were an “extraordinary” item. The Financial Accounting Standards 
Board ruled that the terrorist attack of September 11th wasn’t an extraordinary item in the accounting sense. Costs 
that companies consider attack-related won’t be broken out as a separate line item below continuing operations. The 
FASB said it was impossible to separate the direct financial and economic effects of the terrorist attack from the pre-
vailing economic conditions before the event. In addition, the impact of the attack was so pervasive, affecting virtu-
ally every company and creating such a broadly new economic landscape, that it almost made it ordinary.  

True, the ruling could make it more difficult for investors to figure out how much impact the attack had on a 
given company, since the losses won’t appear in a single line on an income statement. But the FASB expressed con-
cern that companies would blame the attack for a variety of unrelated expenses. Although companies must use FASB 
methodology in the statements that they file with the Securities & Exchange Commission, they may present earnings 
results any way they wish in press releases. In addition, companies will be free to break out costs in footnotes to their 
financial statements and in the discussion of management activities, which are part of the official financial state-
ments. The word “extraordinary” has a highly restricted use under GAAP. To qualify for such treatment, an item 
must be unusual and infrequent. Losses from an earthquake in a city that has rarely experienced them would qualify, 
yet losses from an earthquake in San Francisco wouldn’t. Treating the event as extraordinary wouldn’t capture all the 
losses from the attack. The largest cost for many companies is sure to be lost revenue. But the amount of lost revenue 
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can never be accurately calculated, as a company would be hard-pressed to say exactly how much it would have 
taken in if not for the attack. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Rebuilding Wall Street: Accountants, in a Rever-
sal, Say Costs From the Attack Aren’t “Extraordinary,” WSJ, 10/01/01 

Adding Up the Damage 
The Wall Street Journal estimates that the terrorist attacks cost the economy at least $100 billion in 2001, on top of 
tens of billions in property damage and the staggering loss of human life. Before the attacks, economists were 
expecting GDP to grow at an annual rate of about 1% in the second half of 2001. Now, they expect the U.S.’s $10 
trillion economy to shrink nearly 1% instead. The attackers caught the U.S. economy at a vulnerable moment, when 
it was already reeling from an 18-month stock-market slide. Like terrorism itself, the economic impact knows no 
borders. For example, Zurich Financial Services, one of Europe’s largest insurance providers, said it expects up to 
$900 million in claims, while SwissAir Group AG grounded its planes, saying it didn’t have enough cash for fuel and 
landing fees. In Taiwan, United Microelectronics warned it will post a rare loss for the year, as chipmakers 
abandoned hopes of a recovery in the fourth quarter of 2001. True, some industries have benefited. American 
Greetings reports rising orders for sympathy cards. American flag sales are booming. But the losers far outweigh the 
winners. The airline industry has cut up to 100,000 jobs and curtailed their flight schedules by 20%. The auto industry 
was kept afloat by 0% financing, which propelled sales but hurt profits. In media and entertainment, the four broad-
cast networks went commercial-free for several days, costing them a combined $35 to $40 million a day. Add in ca-
ble news networks and local television stations, and the cost of broadcasting the attacks and their immediate after-
math grew to more than $700 million in canceled ads. NBC, CBS, ABC and CNN each have annual news budgets of 
$500 million to $700 million, and that will likely increase 25% to 35% to cover foreign news. Consumer products 
are normally considered safe, because even in a downturn, people still eat, drink and use soap. However, sales of soft 
drinks were hurt as people avoided going out to restaurants, movie theatres, airports and other places where they buy 
it. Meanwhile, managers at Proctor & Gamble could see their products increasingly compete with inexpensive ge-
neric products. Las Vegas occupancy rates, which usually run over 90%, dropped to 50% after the attacks, sparking 
thousands of layoffs. Companies delayed construction of hotels. Outside of Las Vegas, riverboat casinos, which de-
pend on drive-in customers, say business has held steady, as did Internet casino operators. Occupancy rates have 
been gradually climbing, partly in response to lower room rates.  

In energy, oil demand is down as travelers stick closer to home. Oil and natural gas prices have plummeted, 
making the energy crisis of mid-2001 a distant memory. In retailing, general merchandise stores suffered declines but 
discounters thrived. Video rental stores did booming business, but luxury retailers saw business dry up. Telecommu-
nications companies are helped by the fact that many businesses and consumers are forgoing travel and relying on 
phone calls and video conferencing. Reports of last-minute calls from loved ones via cell phones prompted many 
Americans to upgrade their service or buy new phones. In finance, the attacks are expected to become the insurance 
industry’s costliest event ever, with estimates of insured losses ranging from $40 to $70 billion. Some of the losses 
will be offset by steep premium increases. The combination of higher prices and strong demand is expected to bene-
fit the big insurance brokerages. Such lucrative businesses as initial public offerings and merger deals have tumbled 
since the attacks. Initially, the human tragedy delayed staff cutbacks at securities firms. But the firms have since an-
nounced cutbacks in their investment banking staff. Aerospace companies won’t be selling new commercial airplanes 
for quite a while, which is leading to thousands of layoffs. On the other hand, the defense industry revenues are ex-
pected to rise as the U.S. and other countries boost spending to fight terrorism. 
www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Terror’s Toll on the Economy, WSJ, October 9, 2001 
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How It All Affects You 
If you’re a full-time student, the changing world might give you a different perspective on your coursework. In ac-
counting, your professor might be discussing the importance of the quality of earnings, as companies struggle to 
show profits in a recession. In finance, you might be discussing how lenders are attaching a risk premium to projects 
that heretofore attached little concern to terrorism, such as building skyscrapers in major financial centers of the 
United States. In information technology, the issue of storage and backup systems becomes paramount, as the terror-
ist attack destroyed thousands of computer systems and the data they contained. In marketing, companies must de-
cide what consumers want in a post-September 11th world––and that might include fewer pieces of direct mail. In 
management, the issue of leadership takes center stage, as the mayor of New York received universal praise for the 
way he guided his city through its greatest trauma.  

Beyond coursework, a severe recession will probably affect you and your family’s pocketbook. Perhaps the nest 
egg that your parents had saved for your college education has been eroded by a faltering stock market. That might 
mean that you have to apply for financial aid from your college, or that you’ll need to take a part-time job to help out 
with expenses. Many of you are about enter the job market on a full-time basis. While the general job market is poor, 
certain industries have suffered from the current environment more than others. Let’s take a look at the industries 
that may be insulated to some degree. 

INDUSTRIES AFFECTED POSITIVELY 

Think about your daily routine. You get up in the morning, take a shower, drink coffee, get dressed, flip on the TV to 
see the latest news developments where you see video of the war effort, take some allergy medication, grab your CD 
player and ride your bike to school. During the day, you notice more security personnel wherever you go. When you 
get home, you flip on your computer, visit your favorite Web sites, turn on the TV, read and study and fall asleep. 
From that recollection, you’ve just defined the industries that are either affected positively, or perhaps aren’t im-
pacted negatively from the terrorist attacks. These are primarily the necessities and small conveniences of life that 
will continue through a recession.  

To be sure, the utility company is likely to be safe, as people are not going to do without heat or hot water. Per-
sonal care products, such as razors, toothpaste and soap as well as food and supermarket concerns will certainly 
remain in business. The coffee companies are probably OK, too, although the $5 a day Starbucks habit might have to 
go. Clothing and other household supplies are going to remain in demand, as long as they’re not too luxurious. 
Anything to do with national defense is probably a safe bet, too. That’s why Boeing is happy to have the U.S. gov-
ernment as a customer along with the nation’s airlines, who have canceled orders for new airplanes. The pharma-
ceutical companies are also insulated from recession, and may actually be in greater demand as long as threats of 
bio-terrorism continue. For example, Novartis Pharmaceuticals, which hired only about 100 people during 1998, is 
hiring that many people each month. Healthcare seems to be one of the rare industries that could prosper, because 
people still get sick and need to take drugs. Inexpensive entertainment, such as music and video are likely to benefit 
as more people stay home rather than take far-flung vacations. Companies that sell CDs of your favorite artists, video 
rental outlets and book stores are probably alright. E-tailing could get a boost, as people prefer shopping from home 
rather than visiting shopping malls.  

Doing business in the midst of a nation at war has created an opportunity for Kroll Inc., a consulting firm that 
specializes in personal and business security. In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks, companies are scrambling to 
improve their workplace defenses. Kroll is turning away business that it would have jumped at pre-September 11th. 
The firm’s executives make regular appearances on dozens of news programs and talk shows, thus garnering free 
publicity for the firm. As other consulting firms lay off people, Kroll, which employs about 1,500 worldwide, is hir-
ing. Kroll typically hires veterans of the FBI, the CIA and local law enforcement offices. The company’s stock price 
more than doubled within 30 days of the attacks.  
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Information technology managers are also more important in this post-September 11 world, as they are called 
upon to re-examine which data should be stored, how it should be kept and whether plans for retrieving it were ade-
quate. One change is to back up critical data more frequently. Another task is to inventory the types of data they cre-
ate and reconsider what is critical.  

For people who don’t like to fly, web and video conferencing creates virtual meeting rooms where people gather 
at a password-protected Web site. There, they can chat in conference calls or use real-time text messages. They can 
mark up a shared document as if it were a blackboard and watch live software demos or video clips. The price is 
attractive, too––just $100 per month per user. Every participant can see what’s on everyone else’s screen. Want to 
see faces? Even the cheapest plug-in video camera will work.  

Life Insurance agents report a sharp increase in inquiries, especially among those in their 30s and 40s, a group 
that has generally been uninterested in insurance. True, your company will offer you a token life insurance policy, 
perhaps paying $50,000 to $100,000 in the event of your death. But group term insurance offered through employers 
often isn’t enough coverage. Individual term life insurance policies have gotten cheaper and easier to buy, thanks to 
increased competition and the Internet. As far as the rest of the insurance industry is concerned, the terrorist attacks 
probably cost about $75 billion. But don’t forget, this is a $4 trillion industry. Meanwhile, the demand for all kinds 
of insurance is expected to rise, especially from businesses. As a result, the industry will recoup its losses in a short 
period of time.  

Anyone who is in the business of refinancing mortgages is working long hours these days. Home mortgage rates 
have fallen sharply in recent weeks to the lowest levels in several years. Americans are taking advantage of the op-
portunity by refinancing their mortgages in record numbers. Average 30-year mortgage rates fell to about 6.5% at the 
beginning of November 2001, from a high of 8.7% last year. The Treasury department’s announcement that it would 
stop selling 30-year bonds should create additional demand for long-term bonds, sending interest rates on these is-
sues lower, which in turn pushes down long-term rates on home loans. Rates will likely remain low over the next few 
months because of the continued weakness of the global economy. According to the Mortgage Bankers Association 
of America, the typical family that has refinanced in the past month has lowered its monthly payments by $150 to 
$200. This extra money provides important support to an economy that is struggling in nearly every other way. How-
ever, it may stimulate the economy less than in the past. Because many people are worried about layoffs, fewer are 
using the money to remodel their homes or buy other goods. Instead, more are paying off credit card bills rather than 
incurring additional expenses. Indeed Americans saved about 80% of the tax rebates sent out this summer.  

The media is more of a mixed bag. Viewership of news and entertainment is way up, which would seem to be 
great for business--but ad spending, which pays for the shows, is way down. The 24-hour cable shows such as CNN, 
CNBC, MSNBC and The Fox Channel are seeing booming ratings as they cover every aspect of the war. Because of 
the saturation, the most popular television comedies, even ones set in New York such as “Friends” and “Everybody 
Loves Raymond,” are ignoring the terrorist attacks in their shows. One reason September 11th has been ignored is 
that the writers don’t know of a gracious or humorous way to deal with it. The police dramas, such as NYPD Blue, 
have worked it into their scripts, but awkwardly. Some shows now seem totally obsolete. Spin City, a show about 
staff members working for a New York mayor depicted as incompetent, seemed out of touch after the terrorist at-
tacks. For the most part, TV viewership reflects the public’s desire to get information as well as escape with frivo-
lous entertainment.  

INDUSTRIES AND REGIONS AFFECTED NEGATIVELY 

 Advertising:  Madison Avenue is suffering through its biggest collective crisis in more than half a century. 
When times are tough, advertising is relatively easy to cut, as companies question whether splashy TV or print 
campaigns will deliver results. The terrorist attacks—and the subsequent economic threat they have brought—have 
put the ad industry into even more turmoil. Potential advertisers worry that aggressive promotional efforts might turn 
off buyers. Others are concerned that direct-marketing efforts will be ignored in the wake of economic anxieties and 
anthrax scares. Newspaper advertising is expected to be down 7% in 2001, while TV station ad spending is down 
11%, radio is down 6% and online advertising is expected to fall more than 10%. The 200 biggest ad agencies have 
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cut nearly 20,000 jobs in 2001. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra An Ad Mega-Agency Faces Harsh Realities of 
a Shaken Industry, WSJ, 10/31/01 
 

Agriculture:  To a great extent, U.S. farmers depend on international trade for their livelihood. Sometimes, 
however, trading relationships are upset by political tensions. When the U.S. has a dispute with a country overseas, 
the government occasionally retaliates by curtailing shipments of food and medicine. At other times, urgency and 
practical considerations dominate. As Afghanistan’s food crisis worsened, the U.S. Agency for International 
Development bought wheat in Central Asia instead of from Northwest farmers. The reason: Northwest wheat 
wouldn’t reach some northern Afghan areas in time to save starving people. Shipments from the Northwest, which 
normally supplies the white wheat consumed in Afghanistan, take at least six or seven weeks to reach border areas.  

 
Airlines:  Within days of the terrorist attacks, major airlines laid off thousands of workers as business-travel 

bookings dropped to a dribble and reservations for leisure trips disappeared. United Airlines cut 20,000 jobs, leaving 
a total of 78,000 employees. American Airlines also cut 20,000 jobs, leaving 118,000. Continental Airlines cut 
12,000 workers, and says it expected fourth quarter 2001 revenue to drop to $1.2 billion, down from $2.4 billion in 
the quarter a year ago. Travel agents, which sell 75% of all domestic and international tickets in the U.S., lost 
millions of dollars in commissions and fees, including income that had to be returned on canceled tickets. The rental 
car industry is also suffering, because travel is down and because most rental cars are picked up at airports. To make 
matters worse for the airline industry, the mid-November crash of an American Airlines jet minutes  
after takeoff from John F. Kennedy airport in New York City, was bound to heighten fears of flying. 
www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Airlines to Lay Off Thousands as Bookings Plummet, WSJ, 9/20/01 

As U.S. airlines struggle to downsize and win back passengers, foreign carriers are also grappling with the new 
world of aviation. Insurance premiums have leapt tenfold while increased security costs could approach $500,000 
per jetliner to make cockpits more secure. In Europe, Swissair’s board of directors met with Swiss federal officials to 
discuss a bailout. Lufthansa and KLM Royal Dutch Airlines imposed surcharges on each flight to defray costs. Many 
European airlines were heading into a downturn before September 11th, following the U.S. airline sector’s cyclical 
slide, while others were suffering from excess capacity. Those with the largest exposure to the U.S. market, such as 
British Airways, are feeling the most direct impact from the attacks. Air Canada cut 5,000 jobs, or 14% of its work-
force within days of the September 11th disaster. Unlike Europe, Canada’s airspace was also shut for four days as in 
the U.S. In Latin America, the plunge in U.S. air travel is hammering an aviation industry that was already reeling 
from heavy debts, weakening currencies and an abrupt economic slowdown. Immediately after the attacks, Brazil’s 
largest airline said it was laying off 1,700 workers, or 10% of its workforce. In Asia, domestic demand and intra-
regional traffic generally held steady. However, trans-Pacific carriers in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan are warning 
of profit hits from the decline in U.S. travel. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Airlines with Closest Ties to U.S. 
Face a Painful Future. Leaping Insurance Premiums, Security Costs to Burden All but Richest Carriers, WSJ, 
10/01/01) 

 
Autos:  Next to buying a home, buying a car is the second largest purchase most people ever make. No wonder 

that car dealerships were very nervous as 2001 came to a close. When people are worried about losing their jobs, 
they don’t want to take on the additional debt burden that usually accompanies the purchase of a car. Instead, they’ll 
keep the old car and take it to the shop more frequently. That’s why the car dealers that offer both sales and service 
can make it through tough times. As an added incentive, automakers such as General Motors, Ford and 
Daimler/Chrysler offered zero percent financing to anyone interested in buying a car. That’s good for sales, but it’s 
bad for profits. The reason: The car companies normally make a good portion of their money on finance charges. 

 
Shipping:  Disruptions stemming from the September 11th terrorist attacks, including the grounding of air-

freight carriers, slowed an industry that increasingly relies on lean inventories and last-minute parts shipments. Gen-
eral Motors and Ford Motor shut pickup-truck factories in Ontario because additional security at the U.S.-Canadian 
border caused delays of three hours for trucks carrying parts. Ford also shortened shifts at two plants in Mexico, also 
for a lack of U.S.-made parts. The disruptions highlight the risks of JIT manufacturing, where parts often arrive only 
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hours before they’re needed, and a single missing part can shut an assembly line. Automakers have worked hard in 
recent years to reduce inventory in their assembly plants, reduce storage costs and minimize problems with batches 
of parts. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Flight Ban Slows “Just In Time” Factories––American Economy 
Relies Increasingly on Parts Shipped at Last Minute, WSJ, 9/13/01) 
 
 Basic Manufacturing:  Despite the nation’s emphasis on a service economy in recent years, and the trend 
toward importing manufactured goods from countries where labor costs are lower, a significant proportion of 
American business is still involved in making products. From nuts and bolts to sailboats, manufacturing is alive and 
well in the U.S. A recession challenges these companies, because their customers––typically other businesses––have 
less money to make purchases. Some customers of big-ticket items don’t want to make decisions on major capital 
projects until the economy improves. What makes it even tougher for manufacturers is that they usually have high 
fixed costs including the equipment to make the items as well as employees whose salary and benefits must be paid. 
In tough times, it’s easier for manufacturers to lay off employees rather than sell their equipment, something that 
isn’t done unless a company is closing its doors.  

 
Finance:  On the plus side, commercial banks benefit from a steep drop in interest rates. The U.S. Federal 

Reserve Board, by reducing short-term interest rates from 6.5% to 2% in just 10 months, give the banks the ability to 
pay very little interest on checking and savings accounts. So, their “cost of funds” has dropped dramatically. At the 
same time, the interest rate they charge to borrowers does not tend to drop as fast, particularly on loans of 
intermediate or long-term duration. As a result, commercial banks make money on this “spread.”  On the minus side, 
though, banks must contend with bad loans to individuals or businesses that have encountered financial problems. In 
addition, they are less likely to make new loans because fewer customers can pass the stringent credit tests that banks 
use to screen applicants. 

How do investment banks fare in a recession?  They struggle because fewer companies issue stock or go public 
via initial public offerings. True, there is merger and acquisition activity in a down market as companies look to buy 
struggling competitors.. And, companies find it attractive to issue bonds in a low interest rate environment, thus pro-
viding some fee income to investment banks. But profits from stock trading are lower in a listless market.  

In terms of physical losses, the immediate economic damage of the terrorists attacks to banks, investment banks 
and brokerage firms was relatively minor, considering that the attacks were in the heart of Manhattan’s financial dis-
trict. For instance, Lehman Bros.’ New York City headquarters was inaccessible a month after the attack. But with 
rivals lending office space and insurance paying for property damage and business interruption losses, Lehman 
doesn’t expect the attack to have a direct impact upon earnings. On Wall Street, trading volume was lost for a few 
days, while 20 mergers and acquisitions worth more than $13 billion were scuttled, costing investment banks $130 
million in fees. Underwriting fees paid to investment banks slipped from $176 million in the week before the attack 
to just $22 million the week after. The mutual fund industry, which saw assets rise from $1 trillion at the beginning 
of 1990 to just under $7 trillion by the end of 2000, saw assets decline and profits erode in 2001. Generally, mutual 
fund companies as well as other investment firms are compensated based on total assets under management. If assets 
decline, then income to mutual funds will decline, too. But mutual funds are still very popular. According to the In-
vestment Company Institute, a mutual fund trade group, about 93 million individuals, representing 52% of all U.S. 
households, owned mutual funds as of May 2001.  

True, it has been a rude awakening for the public to discover that the stock market doesn’t always rise as it did 
in the 1990s. One casualty of the bear market: the popularity of investment clubs, which have fallen about 10% in 
number since peaking in late 1999. An investment club is a group of individual investors who get together monthly 
to pool their money and investment ideas. You may be aware of such clubs on your campus. When the stock market 
was soaring, interest by individual investors in forming clubs zoomed. The National Association of Investors Corp., 
an umbrella group for the nation’s investment clubs, acknowledges the drop in interest. Of course, proponents of the 
clubs say that the time to buy is when stocks are down, because that’s when you can buy some of America’s great 
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companies at bargain-basement prices. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Investment Club Culture No Longer 
Chic, WSJ, 10/29/01 

Of course, employment in finance has cooled off considerably. Recruiting by investment banks (the “sell” side) 
on college campuses and MBA programs is much more subdued. On the “buy” side, mutual funds and investment 
firms that buy stocks and bonds are reducing their hiring as well. Big Wall Street law firms, which were paying 
$125,000 per year plus signing bonuses to associates just a year ago, are now laying off about 10% of their associate 
talent pool. In June, legal services employment in New York City reached an all-time high of 84,800, a figure that 
doesn’t include partners because they are counted as employers. Lawyers who aid in financial transactions, such as 
mergers and initial public offerings, have been most affected.  

 International Business:  The U.S., Europe, Japan and some major developing countries are undergoing a rare 
simultaneous slump. Germany’s economy, Europe’s largest, came to a standstill in the second quarter of 2001. Not 
long ago, the U.S. hoped to have more help from Europe, which had expected better growth on the strength of a new 
currency and its growing economic integration, which made Europe more independent and less vulnerable to outside 
economic turbulence. Luxury manufacturers in Europe rely on American consumers. Big clouds hang over 
Germany’s luxury car companies, such as Porsche, which receives nearly half its profits from the U.S.  
 After the terrorist attacks, British Airways cut 7,000 jobs, one-eighth of its staff. Volkswagen scheduled week-
long shutdowns at its two main factories in Germany. Designers even canceled all parties at the fall fashion shows in 
Milan. Germany is likely to be hardest hit, since it has the biggest exposure to the U.S. Earnings at German auto 
maker DaimlerChrysler, for example, are expected to fall more than 70% this year, thanks to slumping sales at 
Chrysler. As America’s economy took off in the 1990s, Europe’s multinationals wanted to cash in on the boom. So 
companies from Alcatel to Vivendi to Deutche Bank snapped up U.S. companies. The result: businesses such as Mu-
nich-based Siemens rely on U.S. operations for nearly 25% of sales. The tension is heightened by the upcoming in-
troduction, on January 1, of euro notes and coins. It’s not the perfect time to ask Europeans to give up their familiar 
DMs, francs and lira. As in the U.S., the winners will be companies that make things people can’t do without, such as 
pharmaceuticals and food.  
 Asia is faring no better. With the exception of China, nearly every other major Asian economy has seen growth 
plunge despite months of interest rate cuts. The concern is that widespread malaise is the flip side of the record-
setting U.S.-led expansion of the 1990s. Greater world integration in trade, finance and technology fueled the expan-
sion. But increased interdependence means that much of the world moves in tandem, up and down. Luxury hotels, 
computer manufacturers, and shipping agents are hurt in Asia, which was already suffering before the attacks. Singa-
pore reported a 21% decline in industrial production in August. Taiwan, with the technology sector as its linchpin, is 
suffering its worst recession in half a century. About 40% of Taiwan’s exports go to the U.S. or Japan. Hong Kong’s 
exports are cushioned somewhat by its role as a middleman for the rest of China, packaging and reshipping goods to 
and from the mainland. China is still expected to grow more than 7% in 2001 and 2002.  
 In early September, Nintendo was gearing up for the Japanese launch of GameCube, its first console in five 
years. Then came the terrorist attacks. Nintendo expected to sell 450,000 units on September 14 but wound up sell-
ing just 300,000 in three days. Even Japanese consumers, far removed from the terrorist attacks, were too obsessed 
with the tragic events to splurge on one of the year’s hottest products. Asian exports, already weak in a region that 
depends on shipments of technology products to the U.S. to drive growth, are likely to decline. Asian airlines and 
hotels are hit hard, as are carmakers. Honda Motor earns two-thirds of its profit in the U.S.  

 Media & Entertainment:  MTV Networks announced a 9% workforce reduction, as parent company Viacom 
Inc. cut costs amid a worsening advertising downturn. This is the first layoff in 12 years at MTV Networks, a period 
during which MTV grew rapidly and developed a major presence overseas. Viacom also owns CBS, the Paramount 
movie studio, Blockbuster video rentals and other media properties. Similarly, as the company heads for its worst 
performance in seven years, Sony’s top management acknowledge that they should have moved away from noncore 
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areas such as electronic components. As a result, the company expects to make just $83 million in the March 2002 
fiscal year, down from an earlier forecast of about $750 million. The company said it plans to cut 5,000 jobs through 
early retirement. Sony’s announcement came on the same day that NEC Corp., a top maker of computers, chips and 
mobile phones, also slashed earnings projections, blaming a drop in U.S. demand due to the September 11th terrorist 
attacks. Both NEC and Sony reported fairly good results in their core businesses––mobile phones for NEC and Sony 
PlayStation 2 game machines. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Sony and NEC, Slow to Eliminate Weak Lines, 
Cut Profit Forecasts, WSJ, 10/1/01 

Faced with declining ad revenue and the need to postpone movies that seem inappropriate, Hollywood is strug-
gling to adapt to a more serious world. An expensive movie with a terrorist theme starring Arnold Schwartzeneger 
was postponed indefinitely. Major television networks shelved commercials and ran 24-hour news coverage of the 
disaster for days. Magazines put out special issues and dispatched reporters to the Middle East. The total estimated 
loss was about half a billion dollars. The terrorist attacks are also putting a dent in the revenue of advertising firms. 
Ad agencies enjoyed a boom in 2000 as dot.com entrepreneurs, political candidates and Olympic sponsors splurged 
on television spots and full-page newspaper ads. With the economy slowing and dot.com advertising drying up, total 
ad expenditures were already sliding. Many companies are concerned that launching new campaigns is in poor taste, 
given what they see as the public’s somber mood. Ad agencies are losing commissions from placing ads, but they’re 
making up some of the losses by creating new ads that fit with the new environment.  

 Real Estate:  In just a few hours, roughly 30 million square feet of office space in downtown Manhattan was 
damaged or destroyed. Estimates of the loss: about $10 billion. At the same time, the loss of that office space made 
existing space more valuable. Prior to the attack, the occupancy rate in NYC was 92%, down from 95% at the end of 
2000. Now, demand nearly exceeds supply, although prices are likely to remain firm, as most landlords have agreed 
to hold rents on new leases steady at pre-disaster rates. It’s unlikely that there will be mass exodus from the New 
York area. Nationally, the health of the real estate market is tied to the economy, and property values tend to weaken 
if economic growth falters. Falling mortgage rates may offset falling consumer confidence and job losses. Office 
space rents will likely fall.  

Economic fallout from September’s terror attacks threatened to tip a nationwide housing slump into a nasty 
downturn. Existing single-family home sales in September fell 11.7% from their August level. Housing-related ex-
penditures account for about $1 trillion in the $10 trillion U.S. economy. The median price of an existing home, 
$148,100 in September, is 4.6% higher than it was a year ago. In most cities, there is a limited stock of affordably 
priced homes.  

 Retailing:  The drop in consumer confidence will hurt upscale retailers the most, while discounters such as Wal-
Mart will do alright because it sells so many basics that people must buy. Home improvement retailers are also well-
positioned as people stay close to home.  

 Technology:  Spending had already slowed well before the attacks. Data storage king EMC warned that it 
wouldn’t meet its goal of $1.8 billion in third quarter revenues, its break-even point. In response, it is trimming 2,400 
more jobs, or 10% of its staff. Personal computer makers had counted on the rollout of Microsoft Corp.’s new 
operating system, Windows XP, to rev up sales. But now, PC shipments are expected to fall. Semiconductor 
manufacturers will feel the heat, too. Replacing damaged and destroyed equipment in NYC and at the Pentagon will 
provide a jolt of unexpected demand for technology and telecommunications firms, paid for by insurers and federal 
relief funds. Brokerages alone lost 50,000 trading, sales, research and back-office computers in the disaster. But 
disrupted sales in the corporate market and the slowing economy will offset any windfalls.  

 Tourism:  Destinations that rely heavily on air traffic will suffer well into 2002. Theme parks, casinos and cities 
that are major tourist attractions will see fewer visitors, incurring losses that are likely to be offset only slightly by a 
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resurgence of short driving vacations. Markets that are more reliant on air travel, like Florida, are hurting more than 
drive-in traffic cities like Atlantic City. Gamblers who don’t travel to Las Vegas may spend their money closer to 
home at riverboat or reservation casinos. If travelers regain their customary gusto for hopping on airplanes, a tourism 
turnaround should be swift and sure. If, however, airlines and the government are unable to assure America that its 
skies are safe, then the tourist trade is in for a painful restructuring. Club Med has closed 15 out of 120 resorts, as the 
company faces its most severe financial problems since its launch in 1950. The affected locations include the 
Caribbean, Europe and Australia as well as Tunisia, Israel and Egypt. After the Sept. 11th attacks, winter bookings at 
Club Med plunged at various villages from 15% to 50%. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Club Med Plans To 
Temporarily Close 15 Resorts, WSJ, 11/09/01 

Impact on Small Business 
Recessions often bring out the best in the American economy. Employees who are let go from large companies find 
that they can’t get jobs with competitors so they start their own businesses. True, the type of business will have a 
great deal to do with how well a company does. It’s not a surprise that many small travel agencies have had to shut 
down, or that Internet start-ups lose their financing. But a company that distributes drinking water systems could be 
flooded with inquiries in the current environment.  

Here’s how Business Week advises small business people to stay afloat: 1) Conserve Cash. Prepare a detailed 
cash budget for the next three months and stick to it. When deciding to spend, if you can’t see an immediate benefit, 
then it’s probably not worth the cost. 2) Avoid debt. Faced with a crisis, many entrepreneurs take on debt just in 
case. But that only adds to fixed costs. If possible, manage with belt tightening. 3) Review your customers. Verify 
creditworthiness before making a sale. Collect outstanding accounts, and stop selling to people who can’t pay. 4) 
Redouble sales efforts. This is the wrong time to cut marketing. Be inventive: if you can’t afford to advertise, think 
of other ways to get your name out there. 5) Be wary. Slumping economies often see a false bounce. Don’t ramp 
back up until you have a backlog of business.  

Stock Market Advice from Wall Street 
Despite the gloomy environment, the U.S. stock market showed resilience in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks. 
After dropping some 1,000 points during the first week of trading, the markets recovered all of their losses and re-
turned to pre-September 11th levels within several weeks. Historically, the stock market has been a good predictor of 
the economy, on the theory that investors are looking ahead 12-18 months. Investors see that the Federal Reserve 
Board has lowered interest rates below the rate of inflation.  

As a result, short-term borrowing is effectively free, lowering the cost of funds for lenders and stimulating bor-
rowing. The last time this happened was in early 1992, precisely when growth started to accelerate after the last re-
cession. At the same time, a combination of higher defense spending and recovery aid is reversing a decade of falling 
government share of the economy. The fiscal stimulus, which could exceed $100 billion, will boost demand, add 
jobs, and partially offset the drag from layoffs and cutbacks in business investment. Here’s how many Wall Street 
pros see the current environment. September 11th caused the recession to be deeper but shorter than otherwise. The 
first sectors that will perform well as the economy emerges from recession will be retailers, technology and financial 
services firms. Airlines and lodging stocks, which have taken the worst beating, probably represent the best values in 
the stock market. Defensive areas of the market, such as food, healthcare and utilities, are performing well. Utilities 
are attractive because they offer high yields in a period of low interest rates. Healthcare stocks often outperform dur-
ing periods of economic stress. People may forego vacations and fancy dinners during a recession, but they don’t 
stop taking their medication. In addition, the percentage of Americans over the age of 65 is expected to rise from a 
current 12.5% to 20% by 2030. That slice of the population accounts for nearly half of health-care expenditures. In 
addition, hospitals are also immune, particularly now that Medicare and commercial health insurers are giving hospi-
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tals significant rate hikes. Medical equipment stocks also hold promise, particularly companies focusing on cardiac 
products such as pacemakers and defibrillators, where demand is strong.  

In the 1990s, the stock market largely defined us as a nation. It was the currency we paid our entrepreneurs, the 
way we financed our retirement and an important measure of individual success. But the soaring stock market was 
based on a low-risk, high-certainty economy that made double-digit earnings growth rates possible as far as the eye 
could see. The U.S. had won the Cold War and there was no serious foreign threat to its security. The homegrown 
high-tech revolution had left Japan and other competitors behind and opened the door to higher productivity and 
growth. Globalization expanded markets and sources of capital and labor. The federal budget went from deficit to 
surplus. Unemployment fears vanished as companies fought for employees. Two assumptions turned out to be 
wrong. The high-tech revolution did not eliminate the business cycle. Overinvestment in telecom and other tech in-
dustries led to a collapse in profits throughout the sector. Then, at this point of economic weakness, the attacks on 
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon made our lives uncertain and insecure. A political/military risk factor must 
now be incorporated into the economy’s expected performance. Consumer confidence and business investment de-
pend in large part on the execution of a complex international operation to destroy terrorism and make the country 
secure again.  

Similarities to Japan’s Predicament 
Japan has endured a decade of economic stagnation. Could it happen here? Our recession has just begun, whereas 
Japan has been in a recession for most of the past ten years. Japan’s stock market trades at just 25% of its peak in 
1989. Japan tried to boost its economy by cutting interest rates to zero. It didn’t work. The Fed’s decision to cut in-
terest rates to 2% moves the U.S. central bank closer to the day when it runs out of ammunition. Could the U.S. be 
going down Japan’s same economic path?  
 After all there are some similarities. In the 1980s, Japan was considered a model capitalist economy. In the 
1990s, the U.S. held that distinction. In both cases, the good times ended with the burst of a stock market bubble. 
The excessive American investment in fiber-optic high-speed phone lines echoes Japan’s decade-earlier binge in 
memory chip factories. The recent squabbling in the U.S. Congress that threatens to derail a package of economic 
stimulus measures sounds similar to the bureaucratic and political wrangling that stymied bold fixes in Japan. And 
now, U.S. monetary policy, considered to be the most powerful tool for countering the nation’s downturns, is looking 
increasingly like Japan’s, as interest rates fall to zero.  
 Those who say the U.S. economy is not the same as Japan point out that Japan burst not just a stock market bub-
ble, but a real estate bubble, which crippled its banking system. The U.S. bubble appears to have been limited to 
stocks, and the American banking system remains strong. In addition, U.S. policy makers claim to have learned from 
Japan’s mistakes. And, the U.S. economic system is more flexible than Japan’s. The Japanese government cut short-
term interest rates from 6%, and saw the budget surplus turn into a budget deficit, but it took them nearly five years 
to do so. In contrast, the U.S. government has chopped short-term rates from 6.5% to 2% in ten months. In addition, 
the U.S. Congress passed a $1 trillion tax cut and rapidly approved a $40 billion economic stimulus package plus 
$15 billion for the airlines after the terrorist attacks. In addition to the speed of America’s policy makers is the flexi-
bility of the American economy. Lifetime employment guarantees in Japan gave workers a sense of income security, 
encouraging them to keep spending during downturns. Those traits may have shielded Japanese companies from 
free-market pressures that would have made them more efficient. Even today, after a decade-long slump, Matsushita 
Electric Industrial refuses to lay off employees, despite billions in losses.  
 Still, the U.S. has its own problems. The large amount of consumer debt outstanding in the U.S. could rival the 
bad loans dragging down Japanese banks. American households borrowed freely and dipped deeply into savings 
during the 1990s. In good times, with wages and stock portfolios rising, the situation seemed manageable. But now, 
as income growth slows and mutual funds shrink, the burden could spin out of control. And America is facing a ter-
rorist threat unlike any that Japan has ever faced. Could our economy sink into an endless recession like Japan? Only 
a pessimist would consider it a possibility. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra Is the U.S. Economy At Risk of 
Emulating Japan’s Long Swoon? WSJ, Nov. 7, 2001 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LEADERSHIP   

In these difficult times, people seek out leaders. True leadership skills are important for you to develop. Perhaps you 
can learn leadership skills in your classroom exercises, or your extracurricular activities, whether in sports, the arts or 
the community. When you look for a career position, your potential employer is going to look for evidence of leader-
ship skills. 
 Business executives faced the ultimate leadership challenge during the September 11th terrorist attacks, because 
the victims were mostly employees at work. Suddenly, heads of brokerage firms, law firms, insurance companies and 
other concerns found themselves searching for missing staff members, informing employees’ relatives that their 
loved ones were likely dead and offering grief counseling to survivors. Cantor Fitzgerald, the bond-trading firm that 
lost more than 600 employees, worked around the clock at backup offices in New Jersey and London to save Can-
tor’s computer systems. Within 48 hours of the attacks, they had reopened Cantor’s electronic bond-trading network. 
Other executives less affected by the tragedy swung into crisis-management mode. Dennis Kozlowski, CEO of Tyco 
International quickly arranged to send Tyco Fire & Security oxygen packs and other company health-products to the 
disaster sites, along with vehicles to help transport supplies to rescue workers. He established a fund for firefighters 
to which employees could contribute. Another key to maneuvering through crises is having strong deputies. Leaders 
don’t choose where they are when things happen, so it’s imperative to make sure the number 2 or 3 person is ready to 
be in charge. www.wiley.com/college/businessextra In The Lead: In a Crisis, Leaders Put People First, but Also Get 
Back To Business, WSJ, 09/18/01 

IN SUMMARY 

As you proceed throughout this academic year, the twin concerns of terrorism and recession are weighing on our 
society. If history is a guide, the recession will last only a matter of months, as the U.S. government provides stimu-
lus to the economy. Although many industries will continue to suffer or learn to adjust to lower levels of economic 
activity, other industries will thrive, as is always the case in our dynamic system. Unfortunately, other countries’ ex-
periences have shown that concerns about terrorism are unlikely to be short-lived.  
 What should you now do, as you make choices about your studies and your futures? Most career advisers would 
say that pursuing the studies that interest you is always important; after all, you’re likely to be better at the things that 
interest you most. But they’d also prescribe a dose of realism: think about the industries and skills that will be re-
quired in this new era, and see how you can put your interests to best use in those areas. 
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